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We aim to increase community participation 
in water sensitive cities

Water literacy

Education to 
improve knowledge 
of water cycle and 
water management

Connection with 
water

Foster pride and 
connection to water 

in the landscape

Shared ownership, 
management and 

responsibility

Community become 
active participants in 

operating and 
maintaining the 
water system
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Different types of community participation 
and engagement

Angela Dean, Kelly Fielding, Fiona Newton and Helen Ross (2016)

Community engagement in the water sector: An outcome-focused review of different engagement approaches



National survey: Engagement with water



We found there are five different groups
Disengaged



Highly engaged



IRP1 Study

Water sensitive city visions and 

transition strategies

Alex Gunn, Emma Church, Jo Lindsay, 

Briony Rogers (lead),Katie Hammer



Bendigo case study

Bendigo is a major case study in a 

national CRCWSC research project

Project aimed to develop methods and 

tools for guiding water sensitive city 

(WSC) transitions

• Comparing different scales and 

stakeholder groups

• Testing and refining CRCWSC 

processes and tools

• Delivering local impact



Understanding & benchmarking today

Building narrative & envisioning future

Identifying priorities & enabling factors

Devising strategies & actions

Planning for implementation

Industry, government & NGO

Building narrative & envisioning future

Identifying implementation ideas

Understanding & planning actions
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Community

Shared water 

narrative
Current 

performance
Shared vision of a 

WSC

Transition 

strategy
Priority actions
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Desktop review
Participant 

interviews

Insights from 

analytical tools
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Community participants 
particular demographic

• Community environmental groups

• Environment focussed occupations 

or work histories

• Environmental ‘champions’

• Eg ‘I love Bendigo creek’



Additional focus groups to check 
vision and explore future engagement

Activities

I love Bendigo

Bendigo 2068 headlines

Feedback on the draft vision:

• Broad support for the vision

• Links between environment and healthy 

communities not front of mind 

Low SES / young people / gardeners



Key Differences between groups

Young people: 

• less content given in I love Bendigo and visioning process, 

• more emphasis on negative future, 

• mentioned the enviro education they had been given at school

Low income: 

• lots of discussion with the envisioning exercise

• focussed on things getting better – focus on support services, inclusion, 

equity, solving social problems, 

• less positive about stewardship

Gardeners:

• preferred to focus on present, 

• most engaged with water in houses, practical activities beyond tanks- grey 

water

• most positive about stewardship and their involvement in planning

‘The creek is 

little more than 

a drain, I’d 

never take 

anyone there!’



Community champions can play an important 
role as knowledge brokers 

Eg Engagement advice



Concluding insights

New ideas can gain traction when part of whole-system planning –
ambitious, intensive

Community appreciated their own space to learn and contribute

Participants with time for refinement can distil and compromise

Check with broader community members beyond the champions –
it is possible they do not love the creek

Community champions as knowledge brokers/filters/advocates



Thank you
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